We prove that the Hubbard model at finite temperature T and half-filling is analytic in its coupling constant λ for |λ | ≤ c/| log T | 2 , where c is some numerical constant. We also bound the self-energy and prove that the Hubbard model at half-filling is not a Fermi liquid (in the mathematically precise sense of Salmhofer), modulo a simple lower bound on the first non-trivial self-energy graph, which will be published in a companion paper.
I Introduction
In [1] we introduced the tools for a multiscale analysis of the two dimensional Hubbard model at half-filling: momentum slices, sectors and their conservation rules.
In this paper we achieve the proof that the correlation functions of the model at finite temperature T are analytic in the coupling constant λ for |λ | ≤ c/| log T | 2 , by treating the renormalization of "bipeds" (two-particle subgraphs), that was missing in [1] .
This proof requires a new tool which is a constructive two-particle irreducible analysis of the self-energy. This analysis according to the line form of Menger's theorem ( [2] ) leads to the explicit construction of three line-disjoint paths for every self-energy contribution, in a way compatible with constructive bounds. On top of that analysis, another one which is scale-dependent is performed: after reduction of some maximal subsets provided by the scale analysis, two vertex-disjoint paths are selected in every self-energy contribution. This requires a second use of Menger's theorem, now in the vertex form. This construction allows to improve the power counting for two point subgraphs, exploiting the particle-hole symmetry of the theory at half-filling, and leads to our analyticity result.
In the last section we write the upper bounds on the self-energy that follow from our analysis. These upper bounds strongly suggest that the second momentum derivative of the self energy is not uniformly bounded in the region |λ | ≤ c/| log T | 2 . A rigorous proof of this last statement follows form a rigorous lower bound of the same type than these upper bounds, but for the smallest non trivial self-energy graph, so as to rule out any "miraculous cancellation". This lower bound, which we have now completed, is the tedious but rather straightforward study of a single finite dimensional integral. Since it is not related to the main analysis in this paper, we postpone it to a separate publication [5] .
Taken all together these bounds prove that the model is not a Fermi liquid in the sense of Salmhofer's criterion (see [3] and [4] ). Indeed to be such a Fermi liquid the second derivative would have to be uniformly bounded in a larger region (of type |λ | ≤ c/| log T |) than the one for which we prove it is unbounded. The scaling properties of the self energy and its derivatives in fact mean that the model is not of Fermi but of Luttinger type, with logarithmic corrections if we compare to the standard one dimensional Luttinger liquid.
Let us state precisely the main result of this paper:
Theorem : The radius of convergence of the Hubbard model perturbative series at halffilling is at least c/ log 2 T , where T is the temperature and c some numerical constant. As T and λ jointly tend to 0 in this domain, the self-energy of the model does not display the properties of a Fermi liquid in the sense of [3], but those of a Luttinger liquid (with logarithmic corrections).
Let us also put our paper in perspective and relation with other programs of rigorous mathematical study of interacting Fermi systems. Recall that in dimension 1 there is neither superconductivity nor extended Fermi surface, and Fermion systems have been proved to exhibit Luttinger liquid behavior [6] . The initial goal of the studies in two or three dimensions was to understand the low temperature phase of these systems, and in particular to build a rigorous constructive BCS theory of superconductivity. The mechanism for the formation of Cooper pairs and the main technical tool to use (namely the corresponding 1/N expansion, where N is the number of sectors which proliferate near the Fermi surface at low temperatures) have been identified [8] . But the goal of building a completely rigorous BCS theory ab initio remains elusive because of the technicalities involved with the constructive control of continuous symmetry breaking.
So the initial goal was replaced with a more modest one, still important in view of the controversies over the nature of two dimensional "Fermi liquids" [7] , namely the rigorous control of what occurs before pair formation. The last decade has seen excellent progress in this direction.
As is well known, sufficiently high magnetic field or temperature are the two different ways to break the Cooper pairs and prevent superconductivity. Accordingly two approaches were devised for the construction of "Fermi liquids". One is based on the use of non-parity invariant Fermi surfaces to prevent pair formation. These surfaces occur physically when generic magnetic fields are applied to two dimensional Fermi systems. The other is based on Salmhofer's criterion [3] , in which temperature is the cutoff which prevents pair formation.
In a large series of papers [9] , the construction of two dimensional Fermi liquids for a wide class of non-parity invariant Fermi surfaces has been completed in great detail by Feldman, Knörrer and Trubowitz. These papers establish Fermi liquid behavior in the traditional sense of physics textbooks, namely as a jump of the density of states at the Fermi surface at zero temperature, but they do not apply to the simplest Fermi surfaces, such as circles or squares, which are parity invariant.
An other program in recent years was to explore which models satisfy Salmhofer's criterion. Of particular interest to us are the three most "canonical" models in more than one dimension namely:
• the jellium model in two dimensions, with circular Fermi surface, nicknamed J 2 ,
• the half-filled Hubbard model in two dimensions, with square Fermi surface, nicknamed H 2 ,
• and the jellium model in three dimensions, with spherical Fermi surface, nicknamed J 3 .
The study of each model has been divided into two main steps of roughly equal difficulty, the control of convergent contributions and the renormalization of the two point functions. In this sense, five of the six steps of our program are now completed. J 2 is a Fermi liquid in the sense of Salmhofer [10] - [11] , H 2 is not, and is a Luttinger liquid with logarithmic corrections, according to [1] , to the present paper, and to [5] .
Results similar to [10] - [11] have been also obtained for more general convex curves not necessarily rotation invariant such as those of the Hubbard model at low filling, where the Fermi surface becomes more and more circular, including an improved treatment of the four point functions leading to better constants [12] . Therefore as the filling factor of the Hubbard model is moved from half-filling to low filling, we conclude that there must be a crossover from Luttinger liquid behavior to Fermi liquid behavior. This solves the controversy [7] over the Luttinger or Fermi nature of two-dimensional many-Fermion systems above their critical temperature. The short answer is that it depends on the shape of the Fermi surface.
Up to now only the convergent contributions of J 3 , which is almost certainly a Fermi liquid, have been controlled [13] . The renormalization of the two point functions for J 3 , the last sixth of our program, remains still to be done. This last part is difficult since the cutoffs required in [13] do not conserve momentum. This means that the two point functions that have to be renormalized in this formalism are not automatically one particle irreducible, as is the case both in [11] and in this paper. This complicates their analysis.
II Slices, sectors, propagator decay and momentum conservation
We recall here some generalities that were explained in [1] , in order to make this paper selfcontained. Given a temperature T > 0, the Hubbard model lives on [−β , β [ × Z 2 , where β = Like in every Fermionic model, the propagator C(x 0 , − → x ) 1 is antiperiodic in the variable x 0 , with antiperiod 1 T . Therefore, for the Fourier transform of the propagatorĈ(k 0 , − → k ), the relevant values for k 0 are discrete and called the Matsubara frequencies :
whereas the vector − → k lives on the two-dimensional torus R 2 /(2πZ) 2 . At half-filling and finite temperature T , we have :
with e( − → k ) = cos k 1 + cos k 2 . a and b are spin indices (elements of the set {↑, ↓}), and may sometimes be dropped when they are not essential. Hence the expression of the real space propagator is :
The notation ∑ k 0 really means the discrete sum over the integer n in (II.1). When T → 0 + (which means β → +∞), k 0 becomes a continuous variable, the corresponding discrete sum becomes an integral, and the corresponding propagator C 0 (x) becomes singular on the Fermi surface defined by k 0 = 0 and e( k) = 0. This Fermi surface is a square of side size √ 2π (in the first Brillouin zone) joining the corners (±π, 0), (0, ±π). We call this square the Fermi square, its faces and corners are called the Fermi faces and corners. Considering the periodic boundary conditions, there are really four Fermi faces, but only two Fermi corners.
In the following, to simplify notations, we will write:
The interaction of the Hubbard model is simply
where V := [−β , β [×V ′ and V ′ is an auxiliary volume cutoff in two dimensional space, that will be sent to infinity eventually. Remark that in (II.1) |k 0 | ≥ π/β = 0 hence the denominator in C(k) can never be 0 at non zero temperature. This is why the temperature provides a natural infrared cut-off.
We use in this paper the same slices and sectors than in [1] and recall the main points for completeness. Introducing a fixed number M > 1, we perform a slice analysis according to geometric scales of ratio M. Like in [1] since we have a finite temperature, this analysis should stop for a scale i max (T ) such that M −i max (T ) ≃ 1/T . We write simply i max for i max (T ).
As in [1] we use the tilted orthogonal basis in momentum space (e + , e − ), defined by e + = (1/2)(π, π) and e − = (1/2)(−π, π). In the corresponding coordinates (k + , k − ) the Fermi surface is given by k + = ±1 or k − = ±1. This follows from the identity
We also use the convenient notations
so that 0 ≤ |q ± | ≤ 1. Picking a Gevrey compact support function u(r) ∈ C ∞ 0 (R) of order α < 1 which satisfies:
we consider the partition of unity:
The sum over i a priori runs from 0 to +∞ to create a partition of unity, but in fact since k 2 0 is at least of order M −2i max (T ) , the sum over i stops as i max (T ). This is similar to [1] .
The i slice propagator
is further sliced into the ± directions exactly as in [1] :
where
using a second partition of unity
(II.14)
Like in [1] we need s + + s − ≥ i − 2 for non zero C σ (k), and the depth l(σ ) of a sector is defined as l = s + + s − − i + 2, with 0 ≤ l ≤ i + 2. We have the scaled decay ( [1] , Lemma 1):
where c, c ′ are some constants and
Furthermore we recall the momentum conservation rules for the four sectors (σ j ), j = 1, . We also introduce a new index for each sector, r(σ ) = E(i(σ ) + l(σ )/2) (where E means the integer part like in [1] , section 4) and the corresponding slice propagator
(II.17)
We remark that this slice cutoff respects the symmetries of the theory. It is with respect to this slice index that our main multislice analysis will be performed. The propagator with infrared cutoff r is defined as
III Renormalization of the two point function
Let us define S 2,≤r (k 0 , k) as the connected two point function with infrared cutoff r, and define also :
Consider k such that e( k) = 0. If our cutoff respects the symmetries of the theory, which is the case here, the nesting or particle-hole symmetry forces G 2 to vanish for such k. Using the variables q + and q − defined in (II.7), this is expressed by Lemma III. 1 The following equality holds :
Proof : Using the symmetries of the theory, it is easy to check that for any Feynman two point function graph G, the Feynman amplitude I G satisfies :
The last symmetry, the particle hole symmetry, is the only non-trivial one and it can be checked because it changes all the propagators in momentum space into their opposite with all the momentum conservation laws respected. Since there is an odd number of propagators in a two point subgraph, (III.23) holds. Now we consider a point k in the first quadrant with 0 ≤ k 1 ≤ π and 0 ≤ k 2 ≤ π. On the Fermi curve whose equation in this quadrant is k 2 = π − k 1 , we apply the relation (III.23) and get
By the symmetries (III.21), (III.22) and periodicity 2π we obtain that
By symmetry this relation holds also for the other quadrants, hence on all the Fermi square.
Summing over all Feynman graphs we obtain the vanishing of G 2,≤r (k 0 , q + , q − ) on the Fermi surface whose equation is q + = 0 or q − = 0.
The function being constant on the straight lines of the Fermi square, obviously its partial derivatives to any order along these straight directions also vanish on the Fermi surface.
Recall that in [1] analyticity of a simplified Hubbard model at half filling was established in a domain of the expected optimal form |λ | ≤ c/| log T | 2 . Indeed and more precisely the result was established only for a model called "biped-free" in which all two point subgraphs appearing in the multislice expansion were suppressed. A straightforward extension of the bounds given in [1] is not enough to prove analyticity in the expected domain for the full model. Naive power counting in the style of [1] is indeed not sufficient to sum geometric series made of insertions of a two point subgraph at a scale r and a propagator at scale s >> r. Consider e.g. the simplest such sum, made of the chain of Figure 1 , where the three internal lines of the biped have main scale r and the external one has main scale s >> r. The naive bound for the contribution of such a chain is M −r−l/2 per propagator at scale r, M −s−l ′ /2 per propagator at scale s, and contains for each irreducible biped one integral over the position of one vertex evaluated through the decay of a propagator of scale s and one evaluated through the decay of a propagator of scale r. Let us neglect the auxiliary "depth indices" l and l ′ which are not essential. The bound is therefore a geometric series with ratio
(III.25) Figure 1 : A simple chain of bipeds This bad factor M s−r appears always in the naive bounds for any similar two point function; it is exponential, not logarithmic in s − r, and certainly prevents a proof of analyticity, not only for |λ | ≤ c/| log T | 2 , but for |λ | ≤ c/| log T | q for any integer q as well.
As remarked in [1] , this is however only a bound, and the true contribution is much smaller due to the particle-hole symmetry of the model at half filling. To exploit this, and to treat the true model, we must "renormalize" the two point functions of the theory instead of suppressing them. This is accomplished by a second order Taylor expansion of the two point function with given cutoff in the style of [11] .
In momentum space we change first k 0 to the smallest possible values ±πT :
Then we use (III.20) to write
where the variables (q + , q − ) are the usual k variables translated, so as to vanish on the Fermi surface. They depend on the patch of coordinates chosen. This patch can be determined by the sector of the external line to which S 2 is hooked. For constructive purpose one cannot however work in momentum space and one should write an equivalent dual formula in direct space. In practice a two point function S 2 is integrated in a bigger function against a kernel always made of one external propagator C and a rest called R, which (in momentum space) may be in general a function of the set P e of external momenta.
So in the momentum representation we have to compute not S 2 itself but integrals such as
where from momentum conservation R(p, q, P e ) = δ (p − q)R ′ (p, q, P e ). To get the corresponding direct space representation we have to pass to the Fourier transform. Using same letters for functions and their Fourier transforms we write
(this integral being in fact by translation invariance independent of x) where
where the last integral is not really a double integral because of the δ function hidden in R. Any counterterm for I that is expressed in momentum space by an operator τ acting on S 2 (p), such as putting S 2 to a fixed momentum k, hence τS 2 (p) = S 2 (k), can also be represented by a dual operator τ * acting in direct space, but on the external propagator. This τ * is not unique, but a convenient choice is to use x as the reference point for τ * :
The dual version of the more complicated expressions (III.26-III.27) is given by (we write the expressions in the patch where
where the propagator C is now the natural extension of the propagator to the continuum. Each integral I 1 and I 2 will be bounded separately. We need to exploit the differences as integrals of derivatives. This means that in I 1 we write :
and in I 2 we write
Finally we can use
to obtain :
IV Multislice Expansion
We perform a multi-slice expansion, and get a Gallavotti-Nicolò or clustering tree structure as in [1] . In that paper a tree formula was used to express a typical function for the model, namely the pressure, but the analysis applies to any thermodynamicfunction. Now we would like to focus on the self-energy. A good starting point for this is the connected amputated two-point Schwinger function. We fix here some conventions and notations that have not been introduced in [1] . We will call a "field" (between inverted commas) a five-tuple (x, a, σ , nature, order) where :
x ∈ V , a ∈ {↑, ↓} , σ ∈ Sect(T ) , nature ∈ {+, −} , order ∈ {1, 2}.
(IV.39)
x is the spacetime position of the "field", a its spin and σ its sector. nature is an element of the set whose elements are denoted + and −; this parameter is introduced in order to distinguish between the fields and the antifields (corresponding respectively to the Grassmann variables ψ and ψ). Thus in the following, it may happen that we use the term field (without inverted commas) to mean a "field" such that nature = + and of course an antifield will be a "field" such that nature = −. At last, the parameter order allows to distinguish between the two copies of each field and antifield involved in the expansion of the quartic action :
in such a way that order = 1 corresponds to the first (anti)field represented by the Grassmann variables ψ a and ψ a , while order = 2 corresponds to the second ones, represented by ψ b and ψ b .
Given an integer n ≥ 1, an n-tuple (x 1 , ... , x n ) of elements of V , two n-tuples (a 1 , ... , a n ) and (b 1 , ... , b n ) of elements of {↑, ↓} and four n-tuples of elements of Sect(T ), denoted (σ j 1 , ... , σ j n ), j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, we define the family of the antifields :
(IV.40) We can imagine it as a 2n-tuple indexed by the set [n] × {1, 2} (where [n] denotes the set {1, ... , n}), lexicographically ordered :
(IV.41)
In the same way we introduce the family of the fields :
(IV.42) Observe that A F and F are defined as families and not as sets. Hence the cardinality of A F and F is 2n, whatever may be the values of the parameters {x v }, {a v }, {b v } and {σ j v }. Given f ∈ A F and g ∈ F , we will simply denote by C( f , g) the propagator :
With all these notations, we can express the partition function of the model as :
Sometimes we shall write simply A F F for the Fermionic determinant (Cayley's notation).
To write the unnormalized unamputated two-point Schwinger function :
we only need to add the source terms (Y, ↑, σ 0 , −) to A F and (Z, ↑, σ 0 , +) to F 2 . Since A F and A are indeed totally ordered families, we must specify in which position (y, ↑, σ 0 , −) and (z, ↑, σ 0 , +) are inserted. Clearly, they must be added in first position, that is, we have :
Observe that, with a slight abuse of notation, we denote these two families again by A F and F . With this convention, the expression of the two point function S 2 (y, z) σ 0 is exactly the same as the one of Z(V ) :
The main tool to express the connected two point function is a Taylor jungle formula [14] , that is a forest formula which is ordered according to the main slice index namely r attached to the propagator, to expand the Fermionic determinant. To extract the connected part of the two-point function, namely
we only need to factorize the contributions of the vacuum clusters of the jungle, and we get a tree formula :
The amputated connected two point function S 2 (y, z) c,a is given by a similar formula, in which we should delete the two external sources Y and Z and the two propagators which connect them to two particular external distinguished vertices 3 . Let us rename the position of these vertices as y and z, and rename all remaining internal positions as x 1 , ..., x n . So, after integration over positions of these n internal vertices, this amputated function is a function of the positions y and z of the two particular special external vertices.
We shall denote V the family of the vertices :
We recall that a tree over V = {y, z, x 1 , ... , x n } is a set of pairs of vertices {v, v ′ } (called the links of the tree), such that the corresponding graph has no loop and connects all the elements of V . As |V | = n + 2; any tree over V has n + 1 links.
Once a tree T over V is chosen, a field attribution Ω for T is a family of the form
where ω ℓ is a map from the pair ℓ to {1, 2} and ω ′ ℓ a one-to-one map from ℓ to {+, −}. Hence Ω is simply the choice, for each "half-line" of the tree T of a precise "field" of the vertex to which this half-line hooks. We have taken into account the constraint that a field must contract with an antifield by the fact that the maps ω ℓ : ℓ → {+, −} are one-to-one.
Given ℓ ∈ T and a field attribution Ω, we denote respectively by f (ℓ, Ω) and g(ℓ, Ω) the antifield and the field attached to ℓ by Ω. A F left and F left are the families of the remaining "fields" :
(IV.50)
At last we must precise the expression of the entries of the remaining Fermionic determinant that depends now on the interpolation parameters w ℓ ℓ∈P 2 (V )
. We recall that (see [14] )-( [1] for details) the data w ℓ allows to define a vector X T {w ℓ } whose components are indexed by P 2 (V ), the set of the (unordered) pairs of vertices. By definition, for {v,
is the infimum of the w ℓ parameters over the unique path in T from v to v ′ .
Then, the expression of C f , g, {w ℓ } is simply obtained by multiplying C( f , g) by the component of X T {w ℓ } corresponding to the vertices v( f ) and v(g) of f and g. Hence we have :
IV.1 The Gallavotti-Nicolò tree
In order to analyze further this sum, it is well known that the main tool is the "Gallavotti-Nicolò" or clustering tree which represents the inclusion relations of the connected components of "higher scales" (smaller r indices) into those of "lower scales" (bigger r indices) [6] . This tree is also the key tool to identify the components that require some renormalization (here the two point functions). But before doing this, we want to describe precisely the constraints on the sum over the sectors {σ j v }. Indeed, this sum could be let free of constraints, but due to the expression of the propagator :
(IV.52) we see easily that the sectors and spin indices are conserved along each line of the tree T . Therefore, once T has been fixed, the sum over the σ j v 's can be understood as a sum over the families of sectors indexed by the lines of T , denoted σ ℓ ℓ∈T , and the families of sectors indexed by the remaining "fields", σ f f ∈A F left ∪F left . Now let us suppose we are given an oriented tree T over V , and an attribution of sectors, σ ℓ ℓ∈T and σ f f ∈A F left ∪F left . The Gallavotti-Nicolò tree is defined as follows : for each index r ∈ [0, r max (T )], we define a partition Π r . Π r is the set of the connected components of the graph whose set of vertices is V and whose internal tree lines are the lines of T such that r ℓ ≤ r. The family r∈[0, r max ] Π r is partially ordered by the inclusion relation and forms the nodes of the Gallavotti-Nicolò tree.
To visualize better the situation, let us take the example of Figure 2 for an amputated two point function with external vertices at y and z (the external amputated legs in slice 6 are represented as dotted lines in Figure 2 ). The total number of vertices is 8, hence there are 7 lines in the tree T represented as bold lines, and 16 internal fields in the determinant represented as thin half-lines.
In the attribution of r indices chosen we see that there is a two point subfunction to renormalize, the one in the dotted box, which is completed at scale 3 with external lines at scale 5. The corresponding Gallavotti-Nicolò tree is pictured in Figure 3 (with determinant fields omitted for simplicity). This abstract tree should not be confused with T : its lines are the bold lines of Figure 3 . Figure 3: The Gallavotti-Nicolò tree corresponding to Figure 2 As in [1] , we can now write an expression of S 2 (y, z) c,a re-ordered in terms of these "clustering tree structures", in which all nested sums have to be compatible :
In the Gallavotti-Nicolò tree, of particular interest to us are the nodes such as the dotted box of Figure 2 between scales 3 and 5 which correspond to two point functions. They are the ones that were artificially suppressed in the simplified model [1] . We need to renormalize them to solve the divergent power counting explained in section III. But we can choose to renormalize only the two point functions for which external lines have r index bigger than the maximum index of internal lines plus 2, so as to create a gap betwen internal and external supports 4 . Such two point functions are the dangerous nodes of the GN tree. The gap ensures that all such dangerous two point functions, which are those that we need to renormalize, are automatically one-particle irreducible by momentum conservation 5 . Hence they correspond to the so-called self-energy.
We can re-order the expression of S 2 (y, z) c,a in terms of these dangerous two point subgraphs, in the spirit of [1] :
V Main theorem on the self-energy
We have given in the last section an expression for the connected amputated 2-point Schwinger function. Now we would like to consider the self-energy Σ(y, z). This quantity can be defined either through its Feynman graph expansion, or through a Legendre transform. In the first approach, which we use, Σ(y, z) is given by the same sum (IV.54) than S 2 (y, z) c, a but restricted to the contributions which are 1-particle-irreducible in the channel y − z, that is, in which y and z cannot be disconnected by the deletion of a single line. This definition does not look very constructive because in principle we would have to expand out all the remaining determinant in (IV.54) to know which contributions are 1-PI or not. But in the next section we shall see that to extract this information a partial (still constructive) expansion of the determinant is enough.
In this section we only formulate our main bound on this connected amputated and one particle irreducible (1-PI) 2-point function or self-energy Σ. Note that, for convenience, we shall simply write in the following "1-PI" to mean :"1-particle-irreducibility in the channel y − z".
The sum of all contributions to the self-energy with infrared cutoff r and fixed external positions y and z will be called Σ 2 (y, z) ≤r .
Consider the set Σ r of tripletsσ = (i(σ), s + (σ), s − (σ )) with 0 ≤ i ≤ r and 0 ≤ s ± ≤ r, also called "generalized sectors". We can obviously also define the scale distance dσ (y, z) for such triplets as in (II.16), and the index r(σ ) = (i(σ) +s + (σ ) +s − (σ ))/2 . Then with all the notations of the previous section, the following bound holds : Theorem V.1 There exists a constant K such that :
(V.55) 5 Indeed any one particle reducible two point function would have its external momentum also flowing through any internal one-particle-reducibility line, which is a contradiction with the fact that the internal and external cutoffs have empty intersection.
For the second equation (V.56), a naive bound would have M −r instead of M −2r . So the crucial point is to gain a factor M −r in the bound (V.56). (V.55) and (V.57) are easy.
The next four sections are dedicated to the proof of this theorem. We call a self energy contribution "primitively divergent" if there is no smaller biped in it. The sum of all such "primitively divergent" contributions to the self-energy with infrared cutoff r and fixed external positions y and z is called Σ 2,pr (y, z) ≤r . We first prove in the next three sections that the bounds (V.56) and (V.57) hold for Σ 2,pr (y, z) ≤r , then by an inductive argument we extend the bound to the general unrestricted self-energy.
The most naive bounds don't work. Indeed we should optimize power counting and positions integrals separately in the 0 and ± directions in order to bound correctly the effect of the (y − z) ± factors in (V.56). But the problem is how to do this constructively. One cannot simultaneously build the three spanning trees that would optimize spatial integrations with respect to the 0 and ± directions, as this may typically develop too many loops out of the determinant. The road to solve this problem is to derive a 1-PI (in fact, by parity, 2-PI) expansion inside each two point contribution to renormalize. This expansion can be controlled constructively; then one can optimize over the 0 and ± multiscale analysis, using only the tree T and the additional loops which the expansion has taken out of the determinant.
In this way one obtains a better bound than the one obtained naively by simply exploiting a single tree formula as in [1] . This is the key to our problem of the renormalization of the 2-point function.
VI Multiarch expansion
Consider the self-energy of the model. The previous tree expansion insured the connexity of the graphs but not their 1-particle-irreducibility. We claim that it is possible to separate constructively and explicitly the 1-PI contributions from the others, thanks to the so-called technique of "arch expansion". Roughly speaking, we are going to expand out explicitly some additional lines from the determinant, in order to complete the tree T into a 1-PI graph. Nevertheless it is not trivial to insure that this further expansion does not generate "too many" terms, or in other words that it is "constructive". In the following section, we explain in detail this expansion for an expression of the type
VI.1 1-particle-irreducible arch expansion
VI.1.1 General philosophy
First, we fix some conventions. We consider a tree T connecting all the vertices : y, z, x 1 , ... , x n . We distinguish in T the unique path connecting y and z through T , denoted by P(y, z, T ). Each vertex of this path is numbered by an integer, starting with 0 for y and increasing towards z, which is the end of the path (with number p). The set of the remaining fields and antifields, denoted by 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 0 0 1 1 00 11 00 11 00 00 11 11 00 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 00 00 11 11 00 11 0 0 1 1 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 11 0 1 00 00 11 11 0 0 0 1 1 1 00 00 00 11 11 11 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 00 00 11 11 0 1 00 11 00 11 00 00 11 11 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 11 00 00 11 11 0 0 1 1 00 11 Figure 4 : The tree T and the "field packets" F 0 , ..., F p .
In this figure we have represented the external (amputated) propagators by dotted lines, the links of P(y, z, T ) by bold lines, the other links of T by thin lines and at last the remaining fields in the determinant by thinner half-lines.
Once the ordered family of subsets of fields F 0 , ..., F p has been defined, the arch expansion can be carried out in the standard way (see [11] ). Here we are going to introduce an improvement to the standard technique, which leads to an "optimized arch expansion".
Let us first recall the standard arch expansion of ( [11] ). Among all the possible contraction schemes implicitly contained in det left, T , we select those which have a contraction between an element of F 0 and ∪ p k=1 F k . Given such a contraction, we call k 1 the integer labeling the precise F k joined to F 0 by this contraction. Thus we have added to T an explicit line ℓ ℓ ℓ 1 joining F 0 to F k 1 . At this stage, the graph obtained is 1-particle-irreducible in the channel y − x k 1 (see Figure  5 ). 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 1 00 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11
Figure 6: The tree T completed by two lines from an arch expansion
The graph T ∪ {ℓ ℓ ℓ 1 , ℓ ℓ ℓ 2 } is clearly 1-particle-irreducible in the channel y − x k 2 . Observe that 0 < k 1 < k 2 therefore, in at most p steps, we shall reach certainly the end vertex z and we shall have a 1-particle-irreducible graph (in the channel y − z). This kind of expansion indeed works but is not optimal. For example, if the line ℓ ℓ ℓ 1 joins F 0 to F k 1 , it is possible for the second one, ℓ ℓ ℓ 2 , to join F 0 to F k 2 (see figure 7) , in which case ℓ ℓ ℓ 1 is useless. 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
Figure 7: A bad second arch in an arch expansion
In the same spirit, we can see that with three arches, an arch system such as Figure 8 is bad, in the sense that ℓ ℓ ℓ 2 is useless. This is not a great disadvantage, because in spite of this lack of optimality, the expansion can indeed be controlled in a constructive way (see [11] ). Here we present a slightly modified arch expansion, optimized in the sense that at each step we are going to select the arch that "goes as far as possible". Thus at the first step, instead of testing the existence of a contraction between a field of F 0 and one of ∪ p k=1 F k , we test in priority whether there is a contraction between a field of F 0 and F p . If there is one, the expansion is completed; if there is not, we test the existence of a contraction between F 0 and F p−1 and so on. In the most unfavorable case, we will arrive at testing between F 0 and F 1 . We are sure that a 1-PI contribution has a line between F 0 and some F k 1 . We continue the process, testing the existence of a second line between ∪ k=0 F k and F k 1 +1 . The novelty is now that an arch system such as the one of Figure 7 is forbidden : as our expansion automatically selects the lines with higher k 1 , the second line ℓ ℓ ℓ 2 cannot join F 0 to some F k 2 with k 2 > k 1 : ℓ ℓ ℓ 2 will necessarily join some F k ′ 2 (with 0 < k ′ 2 ≤ k 1 ) to some F k 2 .
In the same spirit, an arch system such as the one of Figure 8 is also forbidden. Now, let us see precisely how we perform this "optimized arch expansion".
VI.1.2 First arch
The propagators of det left, T are interpolated according to the following rule : each C( f , g) becomes C( f , g)(s 0,p ) (with s 0,p ∈ [0, 1]) defined by :
(VI.58)
Then, if we write F = F(s 0,p = 1) = det left, T , we have :
The derivative of the determinant can be computed explicitly as :
) is a convenient notation for the minor of F corresponding to the entry ( f , g). Taking into account the s 0,p interpolation, we see that
). Then we have :
Hence, after this first step, the determinant F can be written as :
It is not difficult to see that this expansion can be continued. We introduce in the propagators of F(s 0,p = 0) a parameter s 0,p−1 in order to select the contractions between F 0 and F p−1 . We define :
(VI.63)
Indeed the explicit indication of the s 0,p dependence is quite "spurious", because the s 0,p−1 interpolation is designed for expanding the term F(s 0,p = 0), in which s 0,p has the value 0. We have :
At this stage, we see that, by definition, if ( f , g) joins F 0 to F p−1 , C( f , g) does not depend on s 0,p , then the notation C( f , g)(s 0,p = 0) is irrelevant and can be replaced by C( f , g). Continuing this expansion, we get the following formula for the determinant det left,T :
Observe that in this Taylor expansion, the different integrals appear naturally in this order : we begin by the integration over s 0,p and we end with s 0,1 . Indeed, we can introduce all these interpolation parameters in one step. Define :
(VI.66)
We can write directly :
Note that in this sum, we have re-ordered the integral terms in a more convenient way. In order to simplify the previous expression, we introduce some notations : {s 0,. } k 1 (with k 1 in superscript) will stand for the p-uplet s 0,1 = 1, ... , s 0,k 1 −1 = 1, s 0,k 1 , s 0,k 1 +1 = 0, ... , s 0,p = 0 ; {s 0,. } will denote (s 0,1 , ... , s 0,p ) and obviously, {s 0,. = 0} will mean that all the parameters s 0,1 , ..., s 0,p are taken equal to 0. Now we can write :
which leads to :
The term F {s 0,. = 0} clearly does not contribute to the self-energy because F 0 is not joined to ∪ p k=2 F k , then the line 0-1 is a line of 1-particle-reducibility.
VI.1.3 Second arch
Now we proceed to the next step : considering the determinant 
(VI.70)
We write :
and so on. At the end, we get :
As previously, the derivatives
A priori, the propagators C( f 2 , g 2 ) {s 0 , .} k 1 can depend on s 0,k 1 but indeed they do not, be-
2 ) {s 0 , .} k 1 = 0 does not depend explicitly on the s 0,k 's. This is a consequence of the fact that our arch expansion is "optimized", in the sense that the first two arches cannot begin in F 0 . Then, we have simply :
At this stage, we can write the expansion of F with two arches:
In this expression, in order to distinguish the 1-PI contributions from the 1-PR ones, we must separate in the last sum the terms corresponding to k 2 = p from the other ones, and we obtain :
(VI.76)
The terms
The numerous integration parameters s 0,1 , ... , s 0,p and s 1,p , ... , s p−1,p can be renamed because they are dummy variables. In the first integral, we replace s 0,p by s 1 , whereas in the double integral (VI.76) we replace s 0,k 1 by s 1 and s k 1 ,p by s 2 . In this way the final s 1 parameter corresponds to the derivation of the first arch, and the final s 2 parameter to the derivation of the second arch.
VI.1.4 General case
It is not difficult to see by induction that this kind of expansion can be carried out until it gives complete 1PI from y to z. The maximal number of arches is p and we obtain the 1-PI part of the determinant as :
(VI.77)
In this formula, for m is a positive integer, we call m-arch system an m-tuple of arches
This kind of expansion is constructive; in other words it does not generate any factorial in the bounds. More precisely we have the following lemma, in whichwe forget the power counting factor of the lines: Lemma VI.1 There exists some numerical constant K such that (for n ≥ 1) :
The proof is quite simple because of the optimization of our arch expansion. In [11] it was necessary to take into account the presence of the parameters s 1 , . This allows us to express the self-energy as :
with m≤p
{w ℓ }, {s r } (VI.80)
VI.2 2-particle-irreducible arch expansion
The self-energy Σ 2 (y, z) is defined as the sum of the 1-PI contributions, but it has automatically a stronger property in our model : it is 2-PI and one-vertex irreducible (1-VI). This is just a consequence of the parity of the coordination of the vertices in our theory. To take advantage of this fact, we devise an additional arch expansion, which derives explicitly more lines out of the determinant. These additional lines, which insure 2-PI, are necessary for the proof of theorem V.1. Nevertheless, we must be careful in performing this second arch expansion. Indeed, a naive approach could consist in keeping the definition of the previous "field packets" F k (in which, of course, the fields used in the first expansion are deleted), but this would not select exactly the 2-PI contributions. For example, if the first arch of the first expansion is of the type of Figure 9 , 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 Figure 9 : An arch not hooked directly to y that is, if the starting field is not hooked directly to the vertex y, the second arch expansion could arise as in Figure 10 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 and the two cuts indicated on the picture would still disconnect y and z. In order to avoid this difficulty, we need first to describe more precisely the general structure of the graphs obtained after the first arch expansion. Starting from the tree T , we have added an arch system of lines to complete it into a 1-PI graph. For simplicity, let us first describe these graphs when the arch system ( f 1 , g 1 ) , ... , ( f m , g m ) has no "coinciding packet" (i.e. no F k contains more than one arch extremity). We have :
• the path P(y, z, T ),
• the m arches ( f 1 , g 1 ) , ... , ( f m , g m ) completed by the unique path joining f r to x k ′ r and the unique path joining g r to x k r through T ,
• the remaining links which form subtrees of T .
These three kinds of links are illustrated on Figure 11 , where the links of P(y, z, T ) are drawn in bold lines, those of the completed arches in "normal" lines and the remaining ones in dashed lines. 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 Figure 11 : The three kinds of links after a first arch expansion
If we focus only on the first two types of links, the structure is the one represented on Figure  12 : y z Figure 12 : The 1-PI structure without the remaining links of T which can also be represented as a kind of "fish" : Figure 13 : The "fish" structure Now let us examine the case where the system of arches has "coinciding packets", i.e. where the end of some arch and the origin of the next one belong to the same F f . We shall distinguish various cases, according to the way the two arches are branching to F k . From the vertex x k , apart from the two links of P(y, z, T ), hook two half-lines or lines which are potentially the beginning of two subtrees of T . First, consider the case where x k has two half-lines. Then the branching of the arches is like on Figure 14 If x k bears a half-line and a subtree of T , we must distinguish two sub-cases : both arches can hook to the subtree (cases 2), or only one of them can hook to the subtree whereas the other one hooks to the half-line (cases 3). These two situations are pictured on Figures 15 and 16. The inspection of these five cases reveals that the "fish structure" iterates. Cases 1, 3 and 5 induce a pinch leading to a "new fish" separated from the previous one by a vertex of reducibility (1-VR). Cases 2 and 4 do not induce any pinch but simply enlarge the "fish". In the end we obtain a sequence of "fishes" separated by vertices of reducibility, as in Figure 19 . This object is called a fish structure, and it is made of an upper and a lower path, together with middle bars and middle 1-VR vertices. Any vertex on the upper or lower path which is neither a middle 1-VR vertex nor on a middle bar is called a ladder vertex.
Our goal is now to extract the 2-PI, 1-VI structure of the self-energy Σ. Again we use an optimized arch expansion, according to this fish structure, but there is a complication : the "fish structure" leads to a slightly more complicated definition of the "field packets" and these packets are partially but not totally ordered in a natural way.
The new definition of the field packets is the following : a field packet contains either all the fields whose path to y first meets the fish structure in a given middle bar or in a given middle -VR vertex, or all the fields whose path to y meets the fish structure at a given ladder vertex. In the first case we say that we have a "bar packet", in the last case we have a "ladder packet". These packets are shown in Figure 20 as dotted ellipses : in this figure there are 11 "bar packets" and three "ladder packets". To grasp this partial ordering better, we can label the bar packets as G 1 , G 2 , ..., G q and label the ladder packets between bar packets r and r + 1 as G r,a , G r, z y
Figure 21: The numbering of the field packets for the 2-PI arch expansion
We can complete this partial ordering into a total ordering ∢ by deciding that (r, i)∢(r, i ′ ), for any (i, i ′ ), so that between two "bars" the upper ladder line comes before the lower one.
Once this is done, the 2-PI expansion is carried out in a similar way than before, but with an important modification. The first arch links the packet G 0 to a bar packet G r or to a ladder packet G r,i or G r,i ′ called the first arrival packet. But such an arch insures 2-PI only for the block of all packets which are smaller or equal than the arrival packet in the sense of the partial ordering ≺.
So at second stage we have to launch the second arch from this 2-PI block to the set of all the remaining packets not in this block, using the optimized ordering ∢, and so on.
At a given stage of the induction, the 2-PI block is a "fish-commencing section", that is either the set of packets smaller or equal to a single given packet (of any type r, (r, i) or (r, i ′ )), or the set of packets smaller or equal to one among two ladder packets (r, i) and (r, i ′ ) with same index r, one on the lower and the other on the upper part of the fish. From this block the next arch is launched to the rest of the packets, using the optimized ordering ∢. This defines uniquely inductively our expansion. We need to check that the expansion is still constructive. Arches system such as those of Figure 22 obey some constraints. For two arches ℓ ℓ ℓ i and ℓ ℓ ℓ j with i < j, the arrival packets A i and A j cannot coincide and it is not possible to have A j ≺ A i , hence arrivals respect the partial ordering ≺. Furthermore let us say that the arch is of upper type if the arrival packet is a bar packet with index r or an upper ladder packet (r, i) and is of lower type if the arrival packet is a lower ladder packet with index (r, i ′ ). Then the departure packets for two arches of the same type also cannot coincide. Two arches can start from the same packet, and this occurs for arches ℓ ℓ ℓ 1 and ℓ ℓ ℓ 2 in Figure 22 . But in this case one of the arches must be of upper type and the other of lower type.
The departure packets for two arches of the same type must also respect the partial ordering ≺. In the example of Figure 22 , the departure packets do not respect the ≺ ordering, for instance at lines ℓ ℓ ℓ 4 , ℓ ℓ ℓ 5 , but this is because these two arches have different type. The departure packets do respect the ≺ ordering, separately in the subset {ℓ ℓ ℓ 2 ,ℓ ℓ ℓ 3 ,ℓ ℓ ℓ 5 ,ℓ ℓ ℓ 6 } of the upper arches, and in the subset {ℓ ℓ ℓ 1 ,ℓ ℓ ℓ 4 } of the lower arches.
For a given set of n packets, it is easy to check that there are at most 2 n complete orderings compatible with the partial ordering ≺.
Hence we can fix separately the set of arrival fields, the set of upper departure and the set of lower departure fields. (In each of these sets there is the constraint that all fields belong to different packets). This choice costs at most 4 2(n+2) , since the total number of fields is at most 2(n + 2) and there are at most 4 p ways of choosing three disjoint subsets in a set of p elements. Then the choice of the three total orderings compatible with the partial ordering ≺ in the three corresponding sets of packets costs at most 2 3(n+2) . Once all these data are chosen, the arch system is completely determined, since we can pair in a unique way each successive arrival field with the corresponding departure field, knowing its upper or lower type.
The final result is therefore given by the same kind of formula than VI.80. If we call the second arch system an m ′ -arch system, we have:
In such a formula the nested sums are other all compatible possibilities. It shows explicit 2-PI, and using parity of the vertices it also shows explicit 1-VI.
VI.3 Three disjoint paths
By the previous double arch expansion, we have underlined the 2-PI subgraphs contributing to the self-energy. The advantage of this expansion is that we have now at our disposal more explicitly derived links, which can be used to bound in a better way the integrations
We have said that the standard scheme of a single tree connecting all the vertices is (apparently) not sufficient to obtain the requested bounds of theorem V.1. Thanks to the 2-PI structure extracted by the double arch expansion, we are going to forge a better scheme of integration. We need a theorem (in fact, two versions of the same theorem) known as Menger's theorem. Roughly speaking, it states that in a p-particle-irreducible graph, there exists (at least) p + 1 line-disjoint paths joining two given vertices. A cautious statement of this result is the following one : Two (or more) paths P 1 and P 2 are said line-disjoint if P 1 ∩ P 2 = / 0 (remember that a path is by definition a set of lines). We stress the fact that these paths whose existence is insured by the edge version of Menger's theorem may go across some identical vertices; in other words, they are not necessarily vertex-disjoint, even if we take away the end vertices u and v.
But there exists another version of Menger's theorem : We say that two paths P 1 and P 2 are internally vertex-disjoint if P 1 and P 2 , once deprived from their end vertices, have no vertex in common. For more details about these two versions of Menger's theorem, the reader may consult [2] or any textbook on graph theory. Although Menger's theorems are very simple, their proof is quite subtle. They can be seen as corollaries of a famous powerful theorem of graph optimization, the so-called "max flow-min cut theorem" [2] .
It is easy to give examples of 2-PI graphs for which the previous theorem naturally holds, but in which it is impossible to exhibit three vertex-disjoint paths, for instance the graph of if we choose the first two paths as being {{u, v}} and {{u, x}, {x, y}, {y, v}}, we cannot find a third one. Thus the result of the theorem is quite subtle and not totally obvious.
The set of lines we derived explicitly thanks to our initial tree expansion and our two successive arch expansions is by construction 2-PI in the channel y − z. Then a straightforward application of the edge version of Menger's theorem insures that, if we call G the graph whose vertices are V and lines those of T plus the ones explicitly derived by the two arch expansions, there exist (at least) 3 line-disjoint paths P 1 , P 2 and P 3 joining y to z.
From now on for vertex integration purposes we use only the the lines in L = T ∪P 1 ∪P 2 ∪P 3 , hence forget any arch line not in P 1 ∪ P 2 ∪ P 3 and the remaining fields in the determinant or remaining lines. Remark that the union T ∪ P 1 ∪ P 2 ∪ P 3 is not necessarily disjoint, since some lines of the P i 's may belong to T .
VII Ring Construction
In this section the lines scales enters the picture. Out of the lines of L we shall extract a subset, called a ring, which is the union of two line-and-vertex-disjoint paths from y to z. This ring has to satisfy Lemma VII.1 below and its extraction depends therefore on the Gallavotti-Nicolò tree structure associated to the scales assignments over all lines and fields.
We consider therefore the forest F of those connected parts or nodes Γ of the GallavottiNicolò tree associated to the scale decomposition i (including the initial bare vertices, with four legs). The full two point contribution G that we analyze is itself such a node Γ 0 = G. Recall that for any such Γ and any pair of its external legs, there exists a unique path (eventually empty!) in T ∩ Γ joining the two vertices two which these two external lines are hooked. We call this path the "tree shortcut" for the pair. This is because T ∩ Γ is a tree of Γ. Since we are studying primitively divergent two point subgraphs, any Γ except G itself has at least 4 external legs. (If Γ contains y or z, we count the corresponding external lines of G as external legs of Γ).
Lemma VII.1 There exists a ring R ⊂ L which is the union of two line-and-vertex-disjoint paths from y to z, with the additional property that for any Γ ∈ F , at least 2 external legs of Γ are not in the ring R.
Proof
An element Γ is called a "cut" if removing it separates y from z, or in other words if every path in L from y to z touches Γ. It is called "contractible" if it is not a cut.
We consider the set S of all maximal contractible elements in F (by our convention they can be ordinary bare vertices). Elements of S must be all disjoint by the forest character of F .
We reduce each element of S to a point, that is we ignore the interior of any element of S, and keep all the elements of S plus all the lines and determinant fields attached to them connected as before. In this way we obtain a new graph G ′ , which has generalized vertices with 4 legs or more, in particular it has one such vertex for each element of S. It must still have three linedisjoint paths P ′ 1 , P ′ 2 and P ′ 3 , made of those lines in P 1 , P 2 and P 3 which were not internal to any contractible element of F . The graph G ′ is therefore still 2-lines irreducible in the channel y → z. By the vertex-version of Menger's theorem, there is therefore a ring R ′ ⊂ G ′ in this graph, namely a subset of lines which is the union of two vertex disjoint paths R ′ 1 and R ′ 2 from y to z. We consider now the graph G ′ − R ′ . It must connect y to z. Otherwise there would be a connected component C(y) of G ′ − R ′ containing y and not z, and removing the two last exits of R ′ 1 and R ′ 2 from that component would disconnect G ′ , hence G ′ would not be 2-PI in the channel y → z.
Therefore there exists a path R ′ 3 from y to z in G ′ entirely line-disjoint from the ring R ′ . 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 0 0 1 1 00 00 11 11 the third path ring lines Figure 27 : The ring in G ′ We complete the ring R ′ of G ′ into a true ring R of G by adding, for every non-bare vertex of G ′ touched by the ring the shortcut between the entrance and exit in T . Clearly this defines R ⊂ L in a unique way.
Let us check that R has the desired property. It is obvious for Γ's which are contractible. Indeed
• either they are maximal contractible, in which case they are touched by only one of the two vertex-disjoint paths R ′ 1 and R ′ 2 of the ring, and the number of their external legs in the ring R ′ is at most two, the entrance and exit of that path. We are done, since Γ has at least four external legs, of which only two belong to R (the ones in R − R ′ are internal to Γ or disjoint from Γ).
• or Γ is not maximal contractible, hence strictly inside a reduced vertex of G ′ . Then recall that the ring R is made of a corresponding tree shortcut in T . Again it can touch Γ only twice (it cannot enter and reexit, since T , w has no loops; this is due to the key property of T , whose restriction to any Γ node in the GN tree is a spanning tree in Γ). We conclude in the same way.
Therefore we have to consider Γ's which are cuts. But such Γ appear as subgraphs Γ ′ in G ′ which must be still cuts of G ′ . Therefore they must be touched by R ′ 3 . Following R ′ 3 , its first entrance into Γ ′ (when y ∈ Γ) and its last exit out of Γ ′ (when z ∈ Γ) give external legs of Γ ′ which do not belong to R ′ , hence two external legs of Γ which do not belong to R.
VII.1 Ring Sector
Let us now return to the bound on the primitively divergent self energy contribution with cutoff r max , namely |Σ ≤r max 2,pr (y, z)|. There is a first scale r T at which y and z fall into a common connected component of the GN tree. It is the largest index on the initial path in T from y to z. Let us call r R the first r index at which the ring connects y and z. Obviously since T is optimized with respect to the r indices, we have r T ≤ r R . r R can be expressed as a minimax over the two disjoint paths P R,1 and P R,2 which compose the ring: Obviously we have r R ≤ r max .
In the same vein we should define a (generalized) sectorσ R associated to the ring R and the tree T . It is a triplet (i R,T , s +,R , s −,R ) depending on the sector attributions of the lines of the tree T and of the ring R we have just built. s +,R and s −,R are also minimax of the corresponding indices over the two disjoint paths P R,1 and P R,2 which compose the ring. More precisely 
VIII Power counting
Everything is now prepared for the bounds. We do not repeat all details but concentrate on what is new with respect to [1] ). We introduce all the momentum constraints χ j (σ ) for all the vertices of the primitively divergent self energy contribution. After that we apply Gram's bound on the remaining determinant. This replaces the remaining determinant by a product over its entries of the corresponding power counting factor (see [1] ).
We shall first perform the spatial integration over the positions of internal vertices, using the propagators decay and the fields and propagators prefactors. This is really power counting. Then we shall perform the sector sums, using the coupling constants, which is a kind of logarithmic power counting.
The spatial integration are themselves divided in two steps. We write: In I 2,n (y, z, x j,± ) we keep the positions of y, z and the spatial positions of the ring vertices x j,± fixed and integrate other all the remaining positions. To pay for all these integrations we put in I 2,n (y, z, x j,± ) a fraction (say 1/2) of the decay of every line in L, all the determinant fields
We have now to sum up over all the sector indices. This is a logarithmic power counting problem. The sum over all sectors assignments for the vertices and 4-legged components (called quadrupeds" not in the ring can be performed exactly as in [1] . There it was proved that these sums cost at most one factor log T per vertex and one factor log T per quadruped.
We have also now to check that the bounds also hold for the sums over the sectors of the ring vertices. The ring intersecting maximal connected components have now become apparently logarithmically divergent, even if they are not quadrupeds, because for them we only know that 1 − e ′ (Γ)/2 ≤ 0. So fixing their largest internal r scale once their first external r scale is known costs one factor log T . Once all r scales are fixed, we have to sum over the auxiliary indices l and the s + and s − indices, subject to the constraint s + + s − = r + l/2. This is again done at a cost of one factor log T per vertex using the momentum conservation rule and the auxiliary decay factor ∏ f M −l f /4 as in [1] , Lemma 5.
The result is at most a factor log T 2n−1 for fixing all sectors, like in [1] . This is why we get analyticity only in a domain λ ≤ c/ log 2 T . Finally we have to sum over the tree T , the arch constructions and over n. This is standard or explained above. In this way the proof of Theorem V.1 is achieved for primitively divergent contributions. In the next section we use an induction to extend this proof to the general case.
in the special case of µ, ν in the (+, +) direction and incoming momentum (k 0 = πT, k + = 1, k − = 0).
This completes the proof that the Hubbard model at half-filling is not a Fermi liquid in the sense of [3] . Indeed for λ | log T | 2 ≤ c and c smaller than K ′ /2K , the rest of the series, bounded in (X.121) by Kλ 3 | log T | 4 M +r , hence by Kcλ 2 | log T | 2 M +r , is smaller than half the right hand side of (X.126). When we add it and take M +r ≃ M +r max = 1/T , the modulus of the full quantity ∂ 2 ∂ k µ ∂ k ν Σ(k) therefore diverges at least as K ′ c 2 | log T | −2 /2T along the curve λ | log T | 2 = c as T → 0, which means that Salmhofer's criterion for Ferrmi liquids is violated.
